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How to Make Meetings Work! (Doyle and Straus), 424
Human resources (HR), transforming, case study involving, 386–387
Hungarians, 324
G7, 12
Games Trainers Play (Newstrom and Scannell), 259, 424
Gender culture, defined, 321
General directions, giving, 85, 86, 87. See also PeDeQs
Generation X, 326, 329–330
Generation Y, 326, 330–331
Generation Z, 326, 331–332
Generational culture: defined, 321, 326; differences in, understanding, 326–332
Germans, 318, 324, 325
Gifts and hooks activity, 72, 283
Gilbraith, M., 15n1
Global dominance, 355
Global Facilitators Serving Communities, 15n1
Goals, shared, quickly defining, 319
Gold of the Desert Kings simulation activity, 260
Google Docs, 293
Government facilitation, 11, 12
Greek people, 318, 325
Full consensus/agreement, insisting on, issue with, 211, 213
Full groups, appropriate use of, understanding, 126
Full-time facilitators, 392
Functional behavior: as culture specific, 344; versus dysfunctional behavior, 178–179; rewarding, 201
Future letter method, 149
Future Possibilities vs. Past Experiences dimension, 325, 350
Guides, facilitation. See Facilitation guides
Guides, facilitators as, 7
How to Lead Work Teams (Rees), 424
How to Make Meetings Work! (Doyle and Straus), 424
Human resources (HR), transforming, case study involving, 386–387
Hungarians, 324
Hunter, D., 15n1, 424
Hydro One case study, 370–376, 386, 390, 391, 392, 394

I

IAF Handbook of Group Facilitation, The (Schuman), 15n1
IBM, xxxix
Iceberg analogy, 219
Ideas, floating, 29–32, 413
Ideas, generating: additional methods for, 148; as a building-block process, xxvii, 125; examining a method for, 136–138; purpose of, 126; sample method selected for, 128; secret to, 136
IEEI (Inform, excite, empower, involve), 58, 59–61, 295, 296. See also Starting
iLinc, 293
Imaging, 19, 20, 21, 24–25
iMeet, 293
Immigrants, 356, 357
Improvement suggestions, getting and processing, for feedback: in closing, 145–147, 167; in reporting, 144–145
Indirect Communication vs. Direct dimension, 324, 335, 339, 349
Indirect probes, 28
Individual culture, defined, 321
Individual power, institutional power versus, 352–354
Individual vs. Group Interests dimension, 325, 341, 350
Individuals, appropriate use of, understanding, 126
Indonesians, 324, 325
Influence style, 184, 185, 197
Inform, excite, empower, involve (IEEI), 58, 59–61, 295, 296. See also Starting
Informal meetings, holding, 182–183
Informally facilitating and using the secrets, xxxix, 417
Information: to be communicated, plan for, 166, 167; common base of, providing the, early in the process, 275; preparing the, for simple meetings, 396; summarizing, 227, 298, 344, 397
Information gathering and processing: additional strategies for, 147–150; applying the secrets to, 150–151; appropriate processing groups for, 126; being overwhelmed by numerous tools for, handling, 125; case studies involving, 123–124, 151–152; checklist for, 152–153; in cross-cultural facilitation, 342–343; engaging strategies for, need for, 124; examining methods for, 128–147; exercise on, 153; major functions of, 125, 126; principle of, overview of, xxix, xxx, xxxii–xxxiii, xxxiv, and processing order, 127; purposes of, 126, 128; sample methods for, 127, 128; secret to, 127; and very small groups, 404
Information, shared, lack of, as a cause of disagreement, 215–217, 275. See also Level 1 disagreements
Informed majority process, 242, 243
Informing participants, 58, 60, 296, 338, 399, 405
Initial agreement, starting with, 224–225
Inquiring: additional methods for, 148, 150; as a building-block process, xxvii, 125; examining a method for, 133–136; purpose of, 126; sample method selected for, 128; secret to, 133. See also Questioning
Institute for Cultural Affairs, 423
Institutional power: and the dominance effect, 352–354; embracing discomfort and ambiguity to address, 357–358; facilitator’s role in countering, 361–364; and how it reinforces dominance, 355; impacts of dominance and, on facilitation, 355–357; versus individual power, understanding, 354–357; and making mistakes, 358–359; need for understanding and addressing, 351; separating culture from cultural patterns in response to, 359–361
Institutions, defining, 354
Intangible products, defining, 42. See also Products
Intellectual products, 41
Intention, importance of, in communication, 319
Interaction Associates, 422
Internal facilitator capability, building: benefits of, in case studies, 375–376, 378; best practices strategies for, 385–394; and buy-in, case study example of, 382; case studies involving, 370–385; challenges of, case study involving, 375; and collecting and reporting results, 391–392; development program for, case study of, 379–385,
Index

394; exercise for, 394; and initial cadre function, 386; intentional marketing of, to raise awareness, 389–391; and launching the facilitators, 383; lessons learned about, 384; mixed success with, 383–384; moving from training to, case study demonstrating, 377–379; multiple reasons for, overview of, 369; overview of, xxxviii; pilot program for, 382; and pitfalls to avoid in establishing facilitator cadres, 394; pointing out benefits of, 385; projects resulting from, case study sample of, 374–375; with a pull strategy, case study demonstrating, 370–376; and readiness, 383; secret to establishing a facilitator cadre and, 385; and selection of facilitators, case study example of, 377; and serving customers, case study example of, 377–378; sponsorship of, levels of, 386; staffing for, case study demonstrating, 372–373; successful, keys to, in case studies, 376, 378–379; time spent on, determining, 392; value-added by, clearly defining, 388–389

International Association of Facilitators (IAF), 10, 15n1, 313, 318, 408, 409, 420, 424

International Institute for Facilitation (INIFAC), 11, 15n1, 317, 393, 394, 408, 409, 420, 421, 423

Interpretations, recording, 103, 118

Interpreters, using, 342, 363

Interrupters, managing, 191

Intolerance for Ambiguity vs. Tolerance dimension, 325, 340, 350

Introducing agenda items, estimating time for, 280

“Introduction to Facilitation, An” (webinar), 419

Introductions: culture and, 338; in openings, 58, 71–73, 338; secret to, 72

Involving participants, 58, 60, 62–63, 96, 296, 338, 400, 405

Irish people, 324

Irrational disagreements, 220, 222

Irritating energy, 249

Israelis, 324

Issue resolution agendas, 269, 271

Issue resolution, as a higher-level process, xxvii

Issues: tabling, 69, 89, 117; underlying, versus positions, 219; when facilitation is needed to address, 4. See also Probable issues

Issues list, 70, 89, 90, 97, 107, 108, 119, 158, 163–164

Italians, 318, 322, 325

J

Japanese people: facilitating a group of, applying the secrets to, 333–351; placement of, on a continuum of cultural dimensions, 324, 325; and their view of meetings, 318

Jews, 359

Jiménez, N. L., 318, 351

Join.Me, 293

Jury analogy, 211

Just environment, creating a, 361–364

K

Kanter, S., 424

Kean, J., xxii

Key strengths: combining, 231, 232; identifying, 231–232, 241

Keynote speakers, 307

Kickoff speaker, readiness of the, ensuring, 75

Kirkpatrick, D., 391, 424

Kirkpatrick, J., 424

Klekar, C., 107

Kluckhohn, F., 424

Knowledge, as an intangible product, 42.

See also Products

Koreans, 324, 325

L

Labeling charts, 88, 129

Language: addressing, in recording cross-cultural sessions, 341–342; as an axis of dominance, 356–357; culture and, impact of, on communication, 319, 320

Large group facilitation: case study involving, 303–305; checklist for, 314; exercise on, 315; guidelines for, 305–307; overview of, xxxvii; secret to, 305. See also Conference facilitation

Last person standing method, 149, 258

Late arrivers/early leavers, managing, 191

Latinos/Latinas, 324, 325, 344, 364

Lazan, G. B., 15n1

Lead person, influence of the, 342–343
Leaders: as deciders, 213; recommended reading for, 424; roles of, 2. See also Meeting leader role
Leadership Atlanta, 1
Leadership New York, 1
Leadership Strategies—The Facilitation Company, xxiv, xxvi, 408, 419, 420, 421
Leadership Through Facilitation (course), 421
Leading questions, 28, 29, 30, 31, 413
Legible writing, 105–107, 117
Level 1 disagreements: classification as, 210, 215; consensus building strategies for, 223–231; described, 215–217; discovering, 228–229; identifying, example of, 223; root cause of, 215–216; secret to resolving, 224; solving, 217
Level 1 energy, 250, 252, 253, 347, 404
Level 2 disagreements: classification as, 210, 215; consensus building strategies for, 231–239, 241–242; described, 217–219; identifying, example of, 223; root cause of, 218; secret to resolving, 231; solving, 219; technique identifying, 230
Level 2 energy, 250, 253, 347, 405
Level 3 disagreements: classification as, 210, 215; described, 219–221; root cause of, 220; ruling out, example of, 222–223; secret to resolving, 221; solving, 221
Level 3 energy, 251–252, 253, 347–348, 404
Levinson, B., 387, 387–388, 392
Lindeman, R., 390–391
Listing, 128, 129–130, 151, 257, 280
Live Meeting, 293
Lobbying period, providing a, 140, 142, 151, 258
Logistics. See Meeting logistics
Long-Term Orientation vs. Short-Term dimension, 324, 349
Loose ends, 156
Loudmouths, managing, 191–192, 403, 404
Low-energy groups, managing, 195–196
Lullaby times: adjusting to, 253–254; raising the energy level during, activity for, 256; secret to adjusting to, 254; standard, 254
Lulls when writing, avoiding: secret to, 114; strategies for, 113–116
M
Majority rule, 213, 214, 242, 243
Making Questions Work (Strachan), 15n1
Malaysians, 324
Manager role, 2
Managers as Facilitators (Weaver and Farrell), 425
Manipulator versus facilitator, 8, 413
Marital disagreements: level of, 218; revisiting scenario of, using consensus building, 241–242; scenario depicting level of, 218–219
Marketing, being intentional about, to raise awareness, 389–391
Master Facilitators: certified, 11, 384, 408–411; major competencies of, summarized, 411
Masterful meetings: checklist for leaders of, 397–399; elements of, 396–397; form for planning and starting, 399–401; training classes on, 421; vision of, 395
Mastering the Technology of Participation (course), 423
Materazzi, H., 387
McCall, D., 15n1
MCI study, xvii
Meeting advisor role, 2, 6
Meeting informally, 182–183
Meeting leader role, 2, 6, 7, 8, 402. See also Facilitator role
Meeting logistics: consideration of, in preparing, 39; meeting notices and, 46, 47; operational, consideration of, in agenda setting, 283; questions about, for sponsors, 49
Meeting manager role, 2, 6
Meeting notices, 46–47, 294–295, 396
Meeting virtually. See Virtual meetings
Meetings: different cultural views of, 318; modes in, types of, 43; productivity in, issue of, xvii–xviii; recommended reading on, 424, 425; typical, quality of, 395. See also specific aspects pertaining to meetings
Meetings and Events (Travel Management Institute), xviii
Meetings in America (MCI), xvii
Merge technique: example of, 242; key points in the, 233; relationship of the, to other consensus building strategies, 224; results from, 232; steps in the, 230–233
Merit-based recording, problem of, 102–103, 118
Meritocracy, myth of, debunking the, 355
Mexicans, 324, 325, 356, 357, 364
Meyers-Briggs Type Indicators, 184, 377
MG Rush Systems, 188, 422–423, 424
Miller, B. C., 259, 424
Minimizing word use, 112–113
Miscommunication, cultural, 320
Mistakes and attacks, responding to, 198–201; secret to, 199. See also Dysfunction, managing
Mistakes, making, importance of, 358–359
Monitoring, 94, 188, 305–306
More of/Less of method, 149
More Quick Team-Building Activities for Busy Managers (Miller), 424
Morehouse case study, 347–348
Motivators, facilitators as, 7
Moving on, knowing when to, 241
Multicultural groups, working with, 351
Murfitt, S., 388
“Must,” impact of, as a term, 25, 26
Myopic views, avoiding, 140

N
Name tents, providing participants with, 181
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 359
National culture: defined, 320; differences in, understanding, 322–326, 333; self-awareness of, exercise on, assessment for, 323, 324–325
Naysayers, managing, 32–33, 192–193, 203
Nelson, J., 15n1
Netherlands, people of the, 325
Neutrality: boundaries for, in the hybrid approach, maintaining, 414–415; and caution in using the hybrid approach, 415; comparing the two views of, 413; consultants/experts and, 405; of content, 31; dilemma over, 412; hybrid view of, 413, 414, 414–415; issue with, and power imbalance, 354; losing, avoiding, 188; maintaining, while praising, 257; sin committed by facilitators involving, 118; strengths and weaknesses in each view of, 414; traditional view of, 412, 414
Newstrom, J., 259, 424
Next steps, 157, 169, 284, 288
Nigerians, 324
Nominal group technique. See Grouping
Nominating facilitator candidates, 393
North American Certification Panel, 408
Notebook pads, use of, 119

O
Objectives. See Personal objectives; Purpose
Online resources, 55, 77, 408, 409, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423
Online tools for virtual meetings, 293
Open versus anonymous communication, 300, 335
Opening segment. See Starting
Operating principles. See Ground rules
Operational logistics, consideration of, 283.
See also Meeting logistics
O-P-Q-R-S-T, covering, 277, 278, 294, 305, 306
Optimists, 32, 33
Order: of agendas, covering the, 278, 294, 305; processing, understanding, 127
Organizational alignment, change management versus, 371–372
Organizational culture: defined, 320; understanding the, importance of, 333
Orientation sessions: for team leaders in large group facilitation, 307; for virtual meetings, 294, 296
“Ostrich technique,” 176
Outcomes achievement: conditions critical to, identifying, for conferences, 310–311; measuring, 391; sequence to, in closing, 156–157
Outcomes desired. See Products
Outside factors, as a cause of disagreement, 220. See also Level 3 disagreements
Overlooking remote participants, strategies for avoiding, 298–300
Ownership: creating, 29, 106, 108; importance of, xxv; increasing, in breakout groups, 96; secret to influencing, 30; shared, reduced opportunities for, 93, 103

P
Pairs, appropriate use of, understanding, 126
Pakistanis, 324, 325
Panel approach, using a, 306, 309
Parking boards: in closing, 158; in openings, 58, 70–71, 338; and preparing for and starting simple meetings, 401; recording and, 107, 108; secret to, 70
Partial closing, 171–172
Participant selection, 38, 39, 42–45, 53, 54
Participants: additional questions for sponsors about, 49; consideration of the, in agenda setting, 269, 273, 274; desired characteristics for, 43–44; as Guerrilla Facilitator’s, 402–403, 404; increasing familiarity among, 71–72; interviewing, cross-cultural facilitation and, 335–336; and preparing for simple meetings, 396, 399; and preparing for virtual meetings, 294; questions for identifying, preparing with, 42–43; remote, overlooking, strategies for avoiding, 298–300; responsibility for the, 48; and their need for answers, 59; turning over power, 61. See also specific aspects pertaining to participants
Participating leader role, 2, 6
Participation, positive and passionate, for simple meetings, 397
Participatory decision making, recommended reading on, 424
Partners in Facilitator Development program, 394, 420
Part-time facilitators, 392
Passive receivers, 307
Peacemakers, facilitators as, 7
Pen, power of the. See Power of the pen
Perfect comments, waiting for, before recording, 103–104

Permission, asking for: to record facilitator’s words, 102; for the session to run over, 171; to table an issue, 89, 90
Personal objectives: identifying, 58, 60, 63, 338; linking, to the agenda, 63–64, 338; reviewing, 157
Physical attackers, managing, 193
Planning and preparation. See Preparing
Playback questions, 28, 298
Political disagreements, level of, 218
Polling the jury, method of, 162–163
Polls, virtual, use of, 297
Portuguese people, 325
Position level, staying at the, 219
Position Power vs. Shared dimension, 324, 338, 340, 341, 345, 349
Positive and passionate participation, 397
Post-questions, 308
Power imbalances, addressing: actions for, example of, 363; facilitator’s role in, 361; questions for, 362; responsibility for, 351. See also Institutional power
Power of the pen: abusing, 102–104, 118; case study involving, 107; cross-cultural facilitation and, 341; using, 104–107, 129, 138
Power turnover, 59, 61
Powerful secret. See Fundamental secret
Powernoodle, 293
Practicing with technology, 293–294
Praise, employing, 257
Praisers, facilitators as, 7
Preamble phrases, 115
Pre-assigning teams, 92
Preparation questions: determining logical order of, 276–277; identifying appropriate, 276; transforming, into agenda items, 277
Preparing: the 5 Ps of, 38–39, 48, 52, 294; and applying the 5 Ps, as situational, 53–54; case studies involving, 37–38, 47–48, 334; checklists for, 54, 397–398; for conference facilitation, time spent on, 313; by covering O-P-Q-R-S-T, 277, 278, 294; for cross-cultural facilitation, 334–336; by defining the product, 38, 39, 41–42, 53, 54; to deliver the opening statement, 63; for dysfunction, in cross-cultural facilitation, 345;
exercise on, 54; by identifying probable issues, 38, 39, 45–46, 48, 53, 54; and managing a sponsor, 48–52; with a meeting notice, 46–47; principle of, overview of, xxix, xxx–xxxi, xxxiv; of the process, 38, 39, 46, 53, 54; reducing time spent on, 278; by selecting participants, 38, 39, 42–45, 53, 54; for simple meetings, 53, 396, 397–398, 399–401; by understanding the purpose, 38, 39–41, 53, 54; for virtual meetings, 288–289, 293–295

Pre-questioning, 128, 133–136, 150–151, 309

Presence, as a competency area, 411

Pre-session interaction, to prevent dysfunction, 181–182

Pretense, giving up, 358–359

Preventing dysfunction: lesson learned about, 201–202; and responding to common dysfunctions, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196; secret to, 180; techniques for, 180–183, 185

Previewing, 80, 81, 83, 97

Prioritizing: additional methods for, 149; applying, 151; as a building-block process, xxviii, 125; criteria for, defining, 139–140, 142; examining methods for, 138–143; moving to, 258; purpose of, 126; sample method selected for, 128; secret to, 139; and very small groups, 404

Private conversations, 186, 189, 190, 191, 195

Probable issues: additional questions for sponsors about, 49; consideration of the, in agenda setting, 269, 273, 274, 282, 283; identifying, 38, 39, 45–46, 48, 53, 54; and preparing for simple meetings, 400; and preparing for virtual meetings, 294

Problem solving: applying the process of, 151; as a building-block process, xxvi, xxviii

Procedure design, as a higher-level process, xxviii

Process: consideration of the, in agenda setting, 269, 270, 271–272, 272–273, 282, 283; and preparing for and starting simple meetings, 401; and preparing for virtual meetings, 294; preparing the, 38, 39, 46, 53, 54; questions for sponsors about the, 49; requests for change in, responding to, 199–200; three-step development of the, for large groups, 305–306; understanding, 268–269. See also Agendas

Process improvement agendas, 269, 271–272, 279, 280

Process improvement, as a higher-level process, xxvii

Process knowledge, facilitation, ensuring: by having a detailed facilitation guide, 277–278, 279, secret to, 277

Process techniques, covering, 278, 294, 305. See also specific techniques

Processing groups, understanding, 126

Processing order, understanding, 127

Products: addressing the, in openings, 58, 60, 73; consideration of the, in agenda setting, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 282; defining the, 38, 39, 41–42, 53, 54, 310; expected, meeting notices containing the, 46, 47; facilitation guides covering the, 277; and preparing for and starting simple meetings, 396, 399; and preparing for virtual meetings, 294; questions for identifying the, preparing with, 42; responsibility for the, 48; secret to defining the, 42

Professional facilitators, use of, 307

Program planning, as a higher-level process, xxvii

Project planning agendas, 269, 272

Projecting energy, secret to, 250, 252

Prompt questions, 28, 29, 30, 88–89, 130, 138, 298

Publicly correcting people, 188

Purpose: of additional information gathering strategies, 147, 148, 149, 150; addressing, in openings, 58, 60, 73; conference facilitation and developing the, 310; consideration of the, in agenda setting, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 282; creating the process for achieving the, importance of, 269; culture and, 334; of facilitation guides, 277; facilitation guides covering the, 277; and focusing, 81, 85, 86, 87; of information gathering and processing, 126, 128; meeting notices containing the, 46, 47; and preparing for and starting simple meetings, 396, 399; and preparing for virtual meetings, 294; questions for identifying the, preparing with, 39; responsibility for the, 48; secret power of, 40; selecting team building activities tied to meeting a, 259; starting without a clear, a
Guerrilla Facilitator’s response to, 402, 404; understanding the, 5, 38, 39–41, 53, 54
Purpose statements, 41, 310

Q
Q&A sessions. See Inquiring
Quality tools, as a building-block process, xxvi, xxvii
Questioners, facilitators as, 7
Questioning: applying the techniques of, 32–34; case studies involving, 17–18, 26–27; checklist for, 34–35; in cross-cultural facilitation, 333–334; and delivering great starting questions, 21–26; exercise on, 35; final note on, 34; and floating ideas, 29–32; for focusing, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89–90, 89–90, 97; and gathering facts, 129–130; and generating ideas, 138; and guiding a group, 28; to identify and address power imbalance, 362; and influencing ownership, 30; principle of, overview of, xxix–xxx, xxxiv; and the reacting questions, 27–29; recording and, 106–107; for resolving level 1 disagreements, 217, 224, 225–227, 228; of sponsors, 48–49; and the starting question, 18–20; warm-up technique involving. See also Inquiring; specific types of questions
Quick Brainstorming Activities for Busy Managers (Miller), 424
Quick Team-Building Activities for Busy Managers (Miller), 259, 424

R
Racial culture, defined, 321
Randel, M., 389
Random order, 127
Rankin, J., 370, 376, 390
Rated feedback, 128, 145–147, 410
Reacting questions, 27–29, 30, 35, 107, 129, 334
Reactions: measuring, 39; paying attention to, 182
Recaps, publishing, 298
Recharge activities, establishing, 255–257
“Recordable” words, listening for, 115
Recorders, appointing, 93
Recording: abuse of the pen in, 102–104, 118; additional techniques for, 116–118; applying the secrets to, 119; avoiding lulls while, 113–116; case studies involving, 101–102, 107; checklist for, 119–120; covering, 278, 294, 306; in cross-cultural facilitation, 341–342; exercise on, 120–121; as a focusing tool, 94, 104, 119; and knowing what to record, 107–108; lack of, a Guerrilla Facilitator’s response to, 403, 404; managing the process of, 110–113, 129, 138; principle of, overview of, xxix, xxx, xxxii, xxxiv; samples of, 109–110; sins committed by facilitators involving, 118; using the pen in, 104–107, 138; while giving directions, avoiding, 87
Recording media: labeling, 88; for reporting, 94; staying close to, 115. See also Flip charts
Recruiting facilitator candidates, 393
Red herrings, defined, 45
Redirection questions, 28, 89–90, 97, 108, 340, 402, 404
Reengineering, as a higher-level process, xxvii
Rees, F., 424
Reflection process, in conference facilitation, 308–309
Relational products, 41
Relative scoring, 240
Relevant analysis and comments, recording, 108, 119
Reminders, 83
Remote meeting etiquette, 296
Repeating recordable words, 115–116, 341–342, 403, 404
Report-back process: alternative, 95–96, 143, 144, 306; as a method of gathering information, 128; secret to, 144; standard, 94–95, 96, 144–145
Reporting: as a building-block process, xxvii, 125; collecting results and, to justify having facilitation cadres, 391–392; examining methods for, 143–145; purpose of, 126; sample method selected for, 128
Requirements analysis, as a higher-level process, xxvi, xxvii
Researching and documenting results, 391, 392
Resistance to change, course on facilitating, 422
Resolution mode, 43
Resolving dysfunction: applying techniques for, to irate customers, 203–204; lesson learned
about, 202–203; secret to, 185; techniques for, 185–188. See also Dysfunction, managing
Respect Though Status vs. Accomplishments dimension, 324, 338, 343, 348
Responsibility, reinforcing, 165
Results: collecting and reporting, to justify having facilitation cadres, 391–392; effective, secret to achieving, xxiv, 13–14, 405; successful facilitation defined by, 5–6. See also Purpose
Review mode, 43
Reviewing: closing and, 80, 81, 83, 97, 156, 157, 158, 167, 268, 274, 298, 397; lack of, in closing, a Guerrilla Facilitator’s response to, 403, 404; midway, 69; starting and, 58, 63, 64, 69, 73, 338, 396, 397
Rewriting, avoiding, 105
Riding the Waves of Culture (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner), 425
Roger Schwarz and Associates, 421–422
Roll calls, 296, 298
Room setup, for cross-cultural sessions, 336
Root causes: addressing, of dysfunction, 186, 204; of disagreements, described, 215–216, 218; symptom versus, dysfunction and, 178, 179–180
Ropes courses, 260, 377
Rotating flip charts, 95–96, 143, 144, 404
Round-robin technique, 127, 145, 146, 167, 197, 198, 258, 297
Runoff voting, 243
Rush, G., 15n1
Russians, 324
Rutkiewicz, J., 377

S
Sampling approach, using a, 306
Saudi Arabia, 324, 379
Saudi Aramco case study, 379–385, 386, 392, 393, 394
Scandinavians, 324, 325
Scannell, E., 259, 424
Schuman, S., 15n1
Schwartz, S. H., 424
Schwarz, R., 15n1, 425
Scoring, 139, 141, 239–240. See also Weighted score method
Scribes: appointing, 93, 295; bilingual, having, 341, 342; use of, and practicing with, 116
Secrets of Facilitation, The (Wilkinson), first edition of, xvi, xx, xxxix, 419
Secrets to Facilitating Strategy (course), 421
Secrets to Masterful Meetings (course), 421
Secrets to Masterful Meetings, The (Wilkinson), 188, 395, 397, 425
Selecting facilitator candidates, 393
Self-awareness exercise, cultural. See Cultural Awareness Assessment
Self-determination, illusion of, 355
Setup time, 73–74, 295
Seven deadly sins of facilitation, 118
Seven Separators of Facilitation Excellence, The (course), 421
Shankland, E., 318, 333, 334
Shared goals, quickly defining, 319
Shared information, lack of, as a cause of disagreements, 215–217, 275. See also Level 1 disagreements
Sherrif, C., 15n1
“Should,” impact of, as a term, 25, 26
Silence, 20, 84, 138, 298
Silent Generation, 326, 327–328
Simple communication list, 165
Simple meetings: applying the secrets to, 395–401; closing, and follow up, 397, 399; execution of, 396–397, 398–399; preparing for, 53, 396, 397–398, 399–401; starting, 396, 398, 399–401
Simple processes, choosing, 306
Singaporeans, 325
Socioeconomic class imbalances, 356
Solution agreement. See Agreeing on solutions
Solutions: consultants/experts creating, problem with, xxiii–xxiv, xxv; team/group, need for, 3; when facilitation is needed to develop, 4
Spanish people, 325
Speakers at conferences: identifying, 311; keynote and breakout session, described, 307; managing time with, secret to, 312; working with, suggestions for, 312, 313
Speeding up sessions, negative impact of, 170–171
Spell-checking, 117
Sponsors: abbreviated interview of, 52; and applying the 5 Ps, 53; asking, to complete the Cultural Awareness Assessment, 323, 335; for building internal facilitation cadres, 385, 386; gaining agreement from, on approach to neutrality, 416; interviewing, 46, 48–49, 52; managing, 48–52; managing dysfunction in cross-cultural facilitation using, 345; meeting with, in preparing for conference facilitation, 313; and minimizing potential negative impact of their presence, 51–52; role and involvement level of, determining the, 49–50, 51; secret to managing the presence of, 51; surrogate, 52
Standard agendas: advantages of, 270; secret of, 269; using, 269–273; using facilitation guides for, 277, 278
Start times, scheduling, 46, 47, 74, 75, 295, 337
Starting: applying the secrets to, 75–76; case studies involving, 57–58, 68–69; checklists for, 76–77, 398; in cross-cultural facilitation, 336–339; with energy, secret to, 250, 253; exercise on, 77; and gaining buy-in to the agenda, 63–64; and getting started on time, 46, 74–75, 170, 295, 337; and ground rules, 65–69, 71; and introductions, 58, 71–73; and parking boards, 70–71; preparing for, 63; principle of, overview of, xxix, xxx, xxxi, xxxiv; recommended order for the opening in, 58, 338; setup time for, 73–74; for simple meetings, 396, 398, 399–401; standard opening segment for, including, on agendas, 274, 288; strong opening for, achieving a, 59–63; that are nonfacilitated, 73; and the transfer of power in, 59; for very small groups, 405; for virtual meetings, 289–290, 295–296; without a clear purpose, a Guerrilla Facilitator’s response to, 402, 404
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